The effect of large-scale model time step and multiscale coupling frequency on cloud climatology, vertical structure, and rainfall extremes in a superparameterized GCM
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Abstract The effect of global climate model (GCM) time step—which also controls how frequently global and embedded cloud resolving scales are coupled—is examined in the Superparameterized Community Atmosphere Model ver 3.0. Systematic bias reductions of time-mean shortwave cloud forcing (∼10 W/m²) and longwave cloud forcing (∼5 W/m²) occur as scale coupling frequency increases, but with systematically increasing rainfall variance and extremes throughout the tropics. An overarching change in the vertical structure of deep tropical convection, favoring more bottom-heavy deep convection as a global model time step is reduced may help orchestrate these responses. The weak temperature gradient approximation is more faithfully satisfied when a high scale coupling frequency (a short global model time step) is used. These findings are distinct from the global model time step sensitivities of conventionally parameterized GCMs and have implications for understanding emergent behaviors of multiscale deep convective organization in superparameterized GCMs. The results may also be useful for helping to tune them.

1. Introduction

It is well known that in global climate models (GCMs) using cumulus parameterizations, key aspects of the simulation performance can depend sensitively on the GCM time step. The partitioning between precipitation determined by large-scale dynamics versus cumulus parameterization is sensitive to model time step, with implications for rainfall extremes [Williamson, 2008; Mishra et al., 2008; Mishra and Sahany, 2011]. In addition, the geographic structure of zonal mean precipitation structures can also be sensitive to the GCM time step, even switching between either single-intertropical or double-intertropical convergence zone states depending on the GCM time step and dynamical core used in aqua-planet simulations with the Community Atmosphere Model ver 3.0 (CAM3) [Williamson, 2008; Mishra et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011] and its preceding version [Williamson and Olson, 2003]. These studies also found tropical mean precipitation can also be somewhat sensitive to the GCM time step with mean precipitation rate increasing with a shorter time step.

Williamson [2013] argued many of these sensitivities may be a manifestation of deep and shallow convective parameterization schemes failing to effectively eliminate moist instability by vertical redistribution and associated condensation when the adjustment timescales assumed in convective parameterizations are longer than a GCM time step. Consistent with this view, they showed convective precipitation decreases with a reduced GCM time step in a high-resolution aqua-planet version of CAM4. One way to think of their physical idea is that when convective parameterizations do not have enough time to remove a substantial amount of moist instability in between GCM time steps, a feedback with the large-scale circulation may occur, either because of differences in the latent heating profile leading to different circulations and increased moisture convergence (and gross moist stability) or because it may be easier for the large-scale precipitation scheme to convert moisture convergence to precipitation than for a convection scheme (or is realistic in a convection environment). These sorts of mechanisms can result in coarse grid-scale overturning, generating heavy precipitation events, and so-called “grid-point storms”—unrealistically intense, short-lived precipitation events occurring at the GCM grid scale.

It is unknown whether superparameterized (SP) GCMs—in which cumulus parameterizations are replaced with cyclic two-dimensional cloud resolving models (CRMs) in each grid column—exhibit similar sensitivities to the time step of the exterior model, namely the GCM. This is the problem we will address.

As a null hypothesis (H0), it is logical to predict that the exterior model time step sensitivities of SPGCMs should be much less striking than normal GCMs since SPGCMs do not rely on rigid assumptions about
convective instability depletion timescales, unlike most conventional cumulus parameterizations. Thus theoretically, convective instabilities exposed to embedded CRMs should always efficiently be removed as they develop, leading to expectations of reduced grid-point storm sensitivities in SPGCMs (D. Randall, personal communication, 2014). Hypothesis H0 predicts SPGCMs should be mostly insensitive to large-scale model time step, unlike normal GCMs. However, there are also logical reasons to think the global model time step may matter to SPGCM simulations in new and important ways. After all, the scale separation between GCM and CRM intrinsic to SP models is more artificial than natural, and information is only allowed to be exchanged between the two resolved scales at each GCM time step. That is, the global model time step may have a bigger impact in an SPGCM than it does in a conventional GCM—it is also the primary control on the scale coupling frequency, \( f_{\text{scale}} \). In this capacity, the global model time step may affect the simulations of SPGCMs in ways that are unfamiliar, and to emphasize this point we will refer to the global model time step as \( f_{\text{scale}} \) in subsequent discussion.

Specifically, we propose an alternative working hypothesis (H1) (B. Mapes, personal communication, 2014) based on recent ideas about convective throttling in SPGCM simulations by Pritchard et al. [2014] (PBD14 hereafter). PBD14 argued that the number of grid columns in an SPGCM’s embedded CRMs may artificially limit the efficiency of deep convective mixing in a way that has important consequences for simulated cloud climatology, such as overly strong shortwave cloud forcing from too dense liquid clouds when small CRMs are used. This view is consistent with a variety of quasilinear biases observed to develop as the horizontal extent and number of grid columns in embedded CRMs are reduced.

The implications of these physics might imply scale coupling sensitivities in SPGCMs. Since the convective throttling effect is purely local and internal to the embedded CRM in each GCM grid cell, it is natural to wonder if it may be buffered through exposure to large-scale dynamics—which have the capacity to remove CRM-extent-throttled instability through interactions with large-scale wave modes and large-scale advection at the GCM scale. Thus our alternative convective throttling hypothesis (H1) predicts more frequent scaling coupling should unwind the mean state cloud biases that develop with reduced CRM extent. That is, hypothesis H1 predicts SPGCMs should be sensitive to decreased global model time steps in a fashion that is reverse to the sensitivities previously documented as a function of CRM extent in PBD14.

Beyond H0 and H1, there are other exploratory hypotheses that could be conceived for how—especially through its effect on scale coupling frequency—the GCM model time step might impact the vertical diabatic heating profile or mean state climatology of clouds in superparameterized models. In short, it is not obvious how to predict what the impact of scale coupling on SP simulations should be, or how default GCM model time step settings may have constrained previous SP simulations. Clearly, systematic testing is needed—primarily as a strategy to inform better understanding of the physical essence of emergent multi-scale organized convection physics in SPGCMs. A secondary practical goal is to see if the scale coupling frequency is a useful tuning knob in SPGCMs that might help improve the fidelity of climate simulations with explicit convection.

This paper documents the effects of global model time step (and consequently scale coupling frequency \( f_{\text{scale}} \)) on the simulated climate in the Superparameterized Community Atmospheric Model 3. Several interesting sensitivities, many of which are monotonic to \( f_{\text{scale}} \), are discovered. Section 2 describes the model and the experimental designs. Section 3 shows the major findings. Section 4 contains further discussion and some ideas for future work. Section 5 concludes.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model Description

The Superparameterized Community Atmospheric Model ver 3.0 (SPCAM3) is used for all simulations in this study. Its exterior large-scale model is a version of Community Atmospheric Model 3.0 that uses a semi-Lagrangian dynamical core with T42 spectral resolution and 30 vertical levels. Over eight thousand 2-D CRMs with 4 km horizontal grid spacing are embedded to replace deep and shallow cloud and boundary layer turbulence parameterizations in each grid cell (superparameterization) [Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 1999; Grabowski, 2001]. The embedded CRM is a legacy version of the System of Atmospheric Model
Table 1. The Summary of SPCAM Simulations Performed in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>dtime600</th>
<th>dtime900</th>
<th>dtime1800</th>
<th>dtime3600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time step (s)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{scale} (1/h)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

used by PBD14, in which the micro-CRM is one quarter the size of the conventional CRM setup of 32 × 1 columns. This is chosen for two practical reasons. First, it usefully enforces a baseline model configuration that is already known to be highly “throttled,” with results that can be directly compared to that study. We view this as helpful for testing the expectation of H1: that increasing f_{scale} could decrease the effect of throttled deep convection due to a limited CRM domain extent. Second, it is also a useful model configuration for computational efficiency, enabling 4 times faster simulations in a computationally demanding GCM. The specific code version of SPCAM3 that was used for integrations is archived by the Center for Multiscale Modeling for Atmospheric Processes at: https://svn.sdsc.edu/repo/cmmap/cam3_sp/branches/pritchard (rev. 304).

2.2. Experimental Design

Our experiment includes four cases with different values of the host GCM (CAM3) model time step, and hence f_{scale}. The control case uses a GCM time step of 1800 s, which has been a convention of SPCAM3 simulations at T42 resolution [e.g., Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Wyant et al., 2006; Khairoutdinov et al., 2008; Benedict and Randall, 2009; Pritchard et al., 2011; Goswami et al., 2011; Pritchard et al., 2014]. The experimental cases have GCM time steps of 600, 900, and 3600 s (f_{scale} is higher with a smaller time step). Table 1 summarizes the simulations performed. In all cases, regardless of global model time step, the CRM time step is 20 s, and the radiative transfer calculation is generally done every 900 s. The one exception is the 600 s time step case, in which the radiative transfer calculation is done every 600 s due to technical eccentricities of the SPCAM3 code. The simulation period is from September 1980 to December 1990. The first 4 months of spin-up period are discarded, and a complete decade of output (1981–1990) is used for climatological analysis. Sea surface temperature is prescribed based on time-varying monthly mean observed sea surface temperatures [Hurrell et al., 2008].

3. Results

3.1. Cloud Forcing Bias Reduction With a Higher f_{scale}

Figure 1 shows zonally averaged annual top-of-atmosphere cloud forcings of model simulations and satellite observation. In all simulations (thin lines), clouds are optically too thick, especially in the shortwave compared to CERES-EBAF ed 2.8 [Loeb et al., 2009] observations (thick lines). Inconsistent with hypothesis H0, several sensitivities to f_{scale} are immediately apparent. Interestingly, both the zonally averaged annual shortwave cloud forcing bias (SWCF; blue) and longwave cloud forcing bias (LWCF; red) improve with a higher f_{scale}. This suggests that f_{scale} can be a useful tuning knob for slightly reducing cloud radiative effect biases in SP models, with a reduced GCM time step producing improved cloud climatology. While the responses of zonally averaged SWCF and LWCF are both monotonic to f_{scale}, the magnitude of the SWCF response is about twice as large as that of the LWCF response. This suggests low, liquid clouds respond more sensitively to f_{scale} than high, ice clouds do.

It is natural to wonder whether the reduction in cloud radiative forcing is simply driven by a fundamental reduction in precipitation, or deep convection in general. Zonally averaged annual precipitation (Figure 2) shows that this is not the case because the zonally averaged annual precipitation both increases and decreases with increasing f_{scale} in the tropics, where the zonally averaged annual cloud radiative forcings systematically decrease with increasing f_{scale}. The precipitation response to f_{scale} is clearly less systematic and less sensitive (at least for the 600–1800 s time step regime) than the cloud radiative response.

We hone in on the SWCF responses, since they are found to be the most significant sensitivity to f_{scale} (magnitude of ~10 W/m²). Figure 3a shows their global structure. This demonstrates that the zonal mean annual SWCF response is predominantly from the equatorial deep convective regions. As we will discuss in section 3.4, this could be viewed as consistent with our working hypothesis H1, which predicts convective mixing.
efficiency is sensitive to $f_{\text{scale}}$ due to the convective throttling effects. The sensitivity of SWCF to $f_{\text{scale}}$ is geo-
graphically consistent with liquid water path (LWP) responses (Figure 3b), i.e., with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$, SWCF
reduces in regions of deep convection consistent with less liquid cloud in the same regions.

Figure 1. Zonally averaged annual mean net (black), shortwave (blue), and longwave (red) cloud forcing in SPCAM3 simulations (thin lines) and observation (thick solid lines).

Figure 2. Zonally averaged annual mean precipitation rate in SPCAM3 simulations (thin lines) and observation (thick solid lines).
The LWCF response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ is not expected from our working hypothesis (H1) because such a systematic response in LWCF was unseen in the CRM-domain restriction experiments of PBD14. We note that although the LWCF responses do show a systematic sensitivity to $f_{\text{scale}}$, the magnitude of this response is only half that of the SWCF sensitivity ($\sim 5 \text{ W/m}^2$), such that this is a secondary response. Figure 4a shows the global map of LWCF responses to $f_{\text{scale}}$. The LWCF responses are geographically more complex than the SWCF responses. The largest responses are still from the active convective regions—particularly Indo-Pacific Warm Pool region—as the SWCF responses are. But unlike the SWCF responses, the LWCF responses are not primarily concentrated in regions of the deepest tropical convection; there is an extratropical signal component that is more noticeable compared to the SWCF responses. Unsurprisingly, the LWCF responses are geographically consistent with ice water path (IWP) responses (Figure 4b), i.e., with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$ the LWCF responses weaken in many regions, consistent with less ice cloud, though many regional anomalies are apparent. Clearly, $f_{\text{scale}}$ affects the mean condensate amount in SPCAM3.

The nature of the overall sensitivity to $f_{\text{scale}}$ seems geographically distinct for the longest time step analyzed (3600 s). In this case, both SWCF and LWCF responses shift northward in the tropics, consistent with a bifurcation of the preferred mode of tropical mean state rainfall climatology (Figure 5). Such meridional shifts
are not observed in the other tests, in which the geographic responses looks more scattered rather than a systematic shift. This contextual difference is useful to keep in mind.

3.2. Amplification of Tropical Rain Extremes With Increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$

An unexpected finding in our simulations is that the tail of the tropical precipitation rate distribution (viewed from the perspective of the logarithmically-binned rainfall distribution, following Pendergrass and Hartmann [2014a, 2014b]) intensifies as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases (Figures 6a and 6c). Interestingly, this does not occur in the extratropics, where the precipitation distribution is virtually insensitive to $f_{\text{scale}}$ (Figures 6b and 6d). This is an unfavorable sensitivity, amplifying preexisting biases against daily observations from GPCP 1DD ver 1.2 [Huffman et al., 2001] and TRMM 3B42 ver 7 [Huffman et al., 2007]. This exacerbates the preexisting bias of an overly intense extreme rainfall tail when using the “micro-CRM” configuration of SPCAM3 as noted in PBD14. We acknowledge that current gridded estimates of surface precipitation derived from gauge-calibrated, IR-filled, microwave satellite-merged products do not produce convergence of extreme rainfall rate magnitudes on subpentad timescales [Liu and Allan, 2012], such that it is difficult to select between either GPCP 1DD ver 1.2 or TRMM 3B42 ver 7 as “truth” in this analysis. TRMM 3B42 ver 7 tends to produce better agreement with rain gauge measurements in the tropics [Tan et al., 2015] and incorporates...
more microwave data streams than GPCP 1DD [Rossow et al., 2013]. Accordingly, TRMM 3B42 ver 7 might be viewed as a more plausible baseline given raw microwave agreement with ground-based radar [Wolff and Fisher, 2009].

The precipitation distribution response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ is mostly a shift of precipitation regimes from mid-precipitation to heavy-precipitation events in the tropics (Figures 6a and 6c). While the dry-rain frequency ($<1$ mm/d) is relatively insensitive to $f_{\text{scale}}$, the mid-rain band (1–50 mm/d) is suppressed and the heavy-rain band (>50 mm/d) boosts systematically with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$. Whereas maps (Figure 5) of the geographic structure of the mean precipitation response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ suggest a regional redistribution, maps (not shown) of the precipitation variance response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ show a tropics-wide systematic response—e.g., boosting precipitation variance monotonically with $f_{\text{scale}}$ throughout the climatologically active precipitation centers in the tropics. This suggests that the tropical precipitation tail responses are probably due to a shift in some fundamental character of tropical convection and not a systematic change in the mean rainfall rate.

Is the striking sensitivity of the tropical rainfall tail associated with amplification of a particular mode of equatorial wave variability? Zonal wavenumber-frequency power spectra [e.g., Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999] are shown to examine the equatorial wave response to $f_{\text{scale}}$. Figures 7a–7d show the log power of zonal wavenumber-frequency spectra of equatorially symmetric daily precipitation rate from $10^\circ$S to $10^\circ$N. Figures 7e–7g show the log ratios of responses of the experimental simulations to the control simulation.

No obvious mode of variability has responded to $f_{\text{scale}}$. Rather, the first-order response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ is a shift of spectral power to higher frequencies at all zonal wavenumbers as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases; this is not as obvious in precipitation at low $f_{\text{scale}}$ simulation (3600 s time step) whose spectral power decreases through a whole domain with a high frequency domain showing the largest reduction. There is a subtle sign that the moist Kelvin wave modes speed up (Figures 7a–7d) and strengthen (supporting information Figures S1e–S1g) as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases. Although from this perspective it appears unlikely that a particular mode dominates the tail response, we acknowledge that a closer analysis of the association between extremes and variability would be needed to fully verify this, which is beyond the scope of this study. Meanwhile, we note the spectral responses are interesting in their own right. For instance, the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) signals (eastward propagating oscillation with wavenumber of 1–2 and period of 30–60 days) are clearly visible in all simulations (Figures 7a–7d). PBD14 reported an insensitivity of SPCAM3’s MJO signal across different CRM extent and throttling configurations. This new result now shows the MJO is intrinsically robust in SPCAM3 to both CRM extent and $f_{\text{scale}}$.

3.3. Comparison of Response With CAM3

Figure 8 reviews several additional climatologically important state variables, which helps to put the response of SPCAM3 to $f_{\text{scale}}$ in the context of independent studies that have analyzed the effect of model time step on conventionally parameterized GCMs, including SPCAM3’s twin sister, CAM3.0. All values shown in Figure 8 are the area-weighted horizontal average over tropical ocean ($20^\circ$S–$20^\circ$N).
Tropical precipitable water (Figure 8a) decreases slightly with a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$. We emphasize that a drying of the column could be viewed as consistent with a shift to a more efficiently ventilated convective mixing state owing to less throttled convection at high $f_{\text{scale}}$ (i.e., consistent with hypothesis H1). The drier near-surface layer is associated with slightly enhanced surface latent heat (LH) flux by 1–2 W/m$^2$ (Figure 8b), which is balanced through increased atmospheric moisture demand. That is, surface specific humidity anomaly responses to $f_{\text{scale}}$ (Figure 8c) tend to mirror mean surface LH flux changes (Figure 8b) in the tropical horizontal average of surface LH flux as well as in its geographic pattern (not shown). In contrast, surface wind speed responses (Figure 8d) are inconsistent with the changes in surface evaporation.

It is logical to assess if any of these sensitivities are consistent to those of conventionally parameterized CAM3, since SPCAM3 shares many model components with CAM3. Below we review how our results compare with Mishra and Sahany [2011] (MS11 hereafter) who assessed the model time step sensitivity using CAM3 with a very similar model configuration to this study: real-geography, semi-Lagrangian dynamical core, T42 spectral resolution, 64$^3$128 physical resolution. The tested time steps in MS11 were 300, 1200, and 3600 s.

Table 2 summarizes the sensitivities of important climate variables between SPCAM and CAM3 [MS11] in the wider tropics (30°S–30°N). The magnitude of sensitivity is measured as area-weighted, horizontally averaged, time-averaged value of the shortest time step (600 and 300 s) minus that of the longest time step (3600 and 3600 s) in each study (this study, MS11, respectively).

Interestingly, both time-mean SWCF and LWCF show opposite sensitivities in SPCAM3 and CAM3. The magnitudes of the SWCF sensitivity in both models are similar, but the LWCF sensitivity in SPCAM3 is much stronger (~4×) than that in CAM3.
Figure 7. Zonal wavenumber-frequency log power spectra of equatorially symmetric daily mean precipitation rate in 10°S–10°N. (a–d) Raw log power spectra and (e–g) the ratio of log power of experimental simulation to control simulation. Gray contour lines in Figures 7a, 7b, and 7d are the contour line in the control simulation in Figure 7c.

Figure 8. Area-weighted, annual mean anomalies of important climate variables over the tropical ocean (20°S–20°N). (a) Precipitable water, (b) surface latent heat flux, (c) surface specific humidity, (d) surface wind speed, (e) precipitation rate, (f) shortwave cloud forcing, (g) long-wave cloud forcing, (h) liquid water path, and (i) ice water path. The red error bars show 95% confidence intervals of monthly mean values.
The tropical mean precipitation is fairly insensitive to decreasing model time step in both models (consistent ~0.1 mm/d increase), but heavy precipitation frequency shows a noticeable sensitivity in both SPCAM3 and CAM3. In both models, the heavy precipitation events become more frequent as model time step decreases. Similar sensitivity is found also in aqua-planet CAM3 and CAM4 by Williamson [2008, 2013], respectively, that have argued the contributor of the heavy precipitation tail response is due to large-scale precipitation, not convective precipitation. The large-scale precipitation response seems to be attributed to the limited moist instability removal capability of cumulus parameterization suites in CAM3 and CAM4 with rigid convective instability depletion timescales [Williamson, 2013] as mentioned in section 1. We point out that this is unlikely to be the cause of the consistently signed precipitation tail response to $f_{\text{scale}}$ in SPCAM3, since one would expect resolved CRM convection to efficiently remove convective instabilities as they develop. Nonetheless the precipitation tail response occurs in a consistent direction in both model types. (Refer to DeMott et al. [2007] for more in-depth comparison of precipitation variability between SPCAM3 and CAM3).

The equatorial wave responses to model time step are vastly different between SPCAM3 and CAM3. The first-order response to decreased time step in SPCAM3 is the shift of spectral power toward higher frequencies at all zonal wavelengths. In addition, the potential strengthening and propagation speed increase of moist Kelvin wave (MKW) modes are observed in SPCAM3. However, CAM3 shows very different responses. MS11 reported the decrease of spectral power at high-frequency, high-zonal wavenumber domain with a decreased time step in CAM3, but the systematic spectral power shift was unseen. MS11 also showed weakened spectral power and decreased propagation speed of MKW modes with a decreased time step in CAM3.

Interestingly, several SPCAM3 sensitivities to increasing exterior model time resolution show remarkable similarities to CAM3 sensitivities to increasing horizontal resolution. Williamson [2008] assesses the sensitivities of both time step and horizontal resolution in aqua-planet CAM3. While the time step sensitivity found in aqua-planet CAM3 are mostly consistent to MS11, a few variables exhibited sensitivities to horizontal resolution opposite to that in time step. For example, with increasing horizontal resolution at a fixed time step, precipitable water decreases, and the spectral power of tropical waves increases at high frequencies at all zonal wavelengths.

In summary, SPCAM3 and CAM3 show some key differences in their responses to global model time step. Time-mean shortwave cloud optical thickness is reduced in SPCAM3 but is oppositely increased in CAM3 as model time step is reduced. Secondary longwave cloud forcing responses are noticeable in SPCAM3 whereas they are mostly insignificant in CAM3. Although the tropical precipitation tail is increased in both models, there are inconsistent responses in the equatorial wave spectra. This confirms the effect of global model time step, perhaps through its additional effect of acting as a scale coupling frequency, can affect simulated climate in SP models in unique and unfamiliar ways.

### 3.4. Inconsistency With Throttling Expectations

Our null hypothesis (H0) is that SPCAM3 would be insensitive to $f_{\text{scale}}$ due to the lack of rigid convective adjustment timescales that have been implicated in primary responses to model time step seen in conventionally parameterized GCMs. This is clearly ruled out—our findings show that the simulated climate in
SPCAM3 is sensitive to $f_{scale}$ at a comparable magnitude of time step sensitivities of CAM3, though in a different way.

Our alternative hypothesis (H1) is that $f_{scale}$ might affect SPCAM’s climatology through its effects on convective throttling physics in limited CRM domains. The expectation of H1 is that we would observe reverse sensitivities with increasing $f_{scale}$ compared to those seen for reducing CRM domain extent in PBD14. The overall idea is that the artificial environment of locally trapped compensating subsidence inside a CRM is only formally true for a closed system within the timescale of a single GCM time step—such that if the GCM and CRM couple more frequently, biases imposed by a limited CRM domain size will be buffered by more frequent information exchange with large-scale dynamics. In other words, more frequent scale coupling could be viewed as a way to help “open” the artificially closed CRM system somewhat to compensate for artificial effects on mixing due to a limited CRM domain.

Consistent with the expectation from H1, increased $f_{scale}$ has produced a striking effect reminiscent of lessened convective throttling—a monotonic reduction of SWCF biases in regions of the deepest convective mixing. Figure 9 confirms the systematic nature of this dominant response by analyzing the daily precipitation-binned, time-mean liquid condensate profile in an active convective region over ocean, 10°S–10°N, 60°E–170°E. This further emphasizes that the liquid condensate levels in the lower atmosphere systematically decrease across all precipitation regimes as $f_{scale}$ increases. Consistent with H1, the reverse is seen in PBD14 (their Figure 12).

However, other aspects of the response to $f_{scale}$ are inconsistent with an overarching convective throttling argument. For instance, the CRM-diagnosed net updraft mass flux profiles in tropical convective regions (Figure 10a) indicate that $f_{scale}$ acts to vertically shift them toward a more bottom-heavy state—rather than boosting the magnitude of net saturated updraft mass fluxes throttled at all levels (the hallmark of the convective throttling mechanism; Figure 10b). This seriously undermines the credibility of the convective throttling hypothesis (H1). Distinctly, $f_{scale}$ appears to affect the diabatic heating profile of convection rather than its mixing efficiency, with a higher $f_{scale}$ promoting more bottom-heavy convection.

Other deeper lines of analysis further reveal inconsistencies with H1. For instance, the liquid water response to $f_{scale}$ is a monotonic decrease at all vertical levels with a higher $f_{scale}$ (Figure 9), while unwinding convective throttling is expected to cause a shift of condensate from lower to upper troposphere as shown in PBD14 (their Figure 12). Furthermore, H1 predicts the most extreme precipitation events should become less frequent with a higher $f_{scale}$. However, we have seen the reverse response in that the precipitation intensity tail boosts with a
higher $f_{\text{scale}}$ (Figure 6). Likewise, H1 predicts a vertical redistribution of convective heating with increased $f_{\text{scale}}$ with unthrottling leading to more (less) convective energization at upper (lower) troposphere, another hallmark of planetary boundary layer ventilation effects not shown in PBD14 but shown in Figure 11b. However, this effect is not seen in the vertical profiles of moist static energy (MSE) tendency (Figure 11a). A weak sensitivity of the convective MSE tendency to $f_{\text{scale}}$ is observed in the low atmosphere, but it is unlikely to be associated with convective moistening—i.e. the MSE tendency sensitivity is remarkably insensitive compared to the ventilation effects involving vertical redistribution under convective throttling in PBD14 (Figure 11b).

In short, there is convincing evidence that convective throttling arguments (H1) cannot explain the effect of $f_{\text{scale}}$.

### 3.5. Consequences of a Convective Organization Sensitivity

The above analysis has revealed that $f_{\text{scale}}$ seems to produce a fundamental shift in the nature of convective organization (in terms of the vertical profile of convective mass fluxes and associated diabatic heating) in SPCAM3, with a reduced global model time step leading to more bottom-heavy convection. Here we explore whether an overarching argument beginning with a shift in the vertical structure of convection can explain the set of effects we have seen.

Figure 10a clearly shows the mass flux profile becomes more bottom-heavy as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases. Gross moist stability (GMS) is a useful metric here because it tells how efficiently column MSE is exported by horizontal divergence compared to the convective strength in a column, with clear links to the sensitivity of precipitation to external perturbations. We note that a more bottom-heavy mass flux profile would in turn import more MSE to a column because the environmental MSE decreases (increases) with height in lower (upper) troposphere. We follow Raymond et al. [2009] and normalize GMS by column vapor import but note that our conclusions are robust to alternately normalizing by dry static energy export as the measure of convective activity in the denominator of the normalized GMS, which is given by

$$GMS = \frac{\left[\nabla \cdot (hv)\right]dp}{L_v \nabla \cdot (qv)dp}$$

where $h$ is the moist static energy, $v$ is the horizontal velocity field, $L_v$ is the specific latent heat of vaporization, and $q$ is the specific humidity. The total advective tendencies of $h$ and $q$ are derived directly from the
model as the residual between the total tracked tendencies from daily model snapshots minus the daily mean accumulated tendency due to all model physics.

Figure 12 shows that time-mean GMS decreases with increased $f_{\text{scale}}$ in active convective regions, as expected as a consequence of a more bottom-heavy profile of vertical mass flux. In addition, with a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$, the MSE profile becomes slightly steeper (i.e., more negative $\partial 
abla / \partial z$) in the lower troposphere while the moist lapse rate does not change in the upper troposphere (not shown); this also contributes to the reduction of GMS as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases, but it is secondary to the vertical mass flux profile shifts. This GMS response is relevant to understanding the precipitation responses to $f_{\text{scale}}$ because GMS defines a linkage between net precipitation (precipitation minus evaporation) and diabatic column MSE sources and sinks (e.g., see Equations (2.1)–(2.3) in Raymond et al. [2009]). At steady state, a consequence of reduced GMS is enhanced sensitivity of net precipitation to a given magnitude of diabatic forcing of the column. From this view, the shift to a more bottom-heavy convective mass flux profile is consistent with an increased frequency of extreme rainfall events at high $f_{\text{scale}}$. Thus a change in tropics-wide vertical structure of convection may partially explain the tail response seen in the precipitation distribution. Similar arguments apply to precipitation variability, except that in unsteady cases it is possible that MSE storage in a column can also vary through moisture convergence which may modify the sensitivity of the precipitation to diabatic forcing.

The systematic reduction of SWCF and LWCF with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$ could be viewed as stemming from an overarching effect of convective organization resulting in increased precipitation efficiency (S. Tulich, personal communication). Thus organization changes could be viewed as an indirect cause of reduced column-integrated liquid water and ice water, and hence reduced shortwave and longwave cloud forcings. Indeed, the precipitation distribution shift toward more intense events could be a signal of increased precipitation efficiency, although a detailed analysis of condensation rates against surface precipitation would be needed to confirm this.

In summary, although impossible to explain with the convective throttling arguments under our original working hypothesis (H1), it seems possible to explain a broad set of responses to $f_{\text{scale}}$ in SPCAM3 as the result of an overarching change in convective organization favoring more bottom-heavy convection, reduced gross moist stability, and enhanced precipitation efficiency at a high $f_{\text{scale}}$. 

---

**Figure 11.** The profiles of the CRM-diagnosed MSE tendency—i.e., $c_p(\partial T/\partial t) + L_v(\partial q/\partial t)$, where $T$, $q$, $c_p$, and $L_v$ are temperature, specific humidity, the specific heat capacity of air, and the specific latent heat of vaporization of water, respectively—(solid lines) and their moist components (dashed lines) in (a) this study and (b) PBD14 in tropical convective regions (mean daily precipitation rate >6 mm/d in 15°S–15°N).
4. Discussion

It is unknown but worth speculating on what physical mechanisms might require an increasingly bottom-heavy convective profile as a result of a shorter global model time step (more frequent scale coupling between explicit deep convection and large-scale dynamics) in SPCAM3.

4.1. A Convection-Gravity Wave Feedback Strawman

We propose that a relevant mechanism could be enhancement in the efficiency of a known feedback between explicit convection and large planetary waves that leads to changes in bottom-heaviness in reduced-order simulations. Kuang [2011] (K11 hereafter) used a cloud system resolving model coupled instantaneously to advection from a single zonal gravity wave to explore the interaction between local convection and planetary-scale gravity waves. This dynamical scaffold can be viewed as an analog to SPGCMs—like SPCAM3, the K11 model explicitly resolves deep convection using a CRM, but within a simpler single-wave dynamical scaffold. The K11 model also enforces “stiff” (instantaneous) coupling to a single tropical gravity wave at a fixed wavelength whereas in SPCAM3 the coupling can be “loose” (infrequent, as limited by $f_{\text{scale}}$) and is with a spectrum of large-scale modes including but not limited to large tropical gravity waves.

Although indirect, the analogy is worth considering because K11 showed that when convection is allowed to feedback instantly with very large-scale gravity waves, top-heavy forms of convective organization become limited due to an intrinsic inconsistency with the large thermal anomalies that would be needed to balance them—tangentially, for our purposes, implying a breakdown of strict weak-temperature-gradient (WTG) [Sobel et al., 2001] at sufficiently large zonal scales. It is conceivable that a similar organization-limiting mechanism could operate in SPCAM3 whereby increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$ allows convection to feedback more “stiffly” (instantaneously) with GCM-resolved waves, including some that are large, and thus following reasons in K11 requiring a downward shift toward a more bottom-heavy form of organization. In contrast at a low $f_{\text{scale}}$
convection is left to its own devices for long periods, with infrequent and thus inefficient self-correcting large-scale gravity wave interaction. In this way, convection might become artificially top-heavy—that is, less bottom-heavy than it would have been interacting more frequently with a spectrum of waves, some of which are large.

The argument above is clearly speculative and we simply suggest it as a strawman for future work to either confirm or deny. It is not immediately obvious how to test it diagnostically in our simulations. Although it is tempting to causatively interpret thermal perturbations from the WTG on large zonal scales, since these are involved in the mechanisms that act to limit top-heaviness in the K11 analogy, this is not actually clear. On the one hand, one might expect increased departures from the WTG under high $f$ scale as a prediction from the analogy. But this need not be the case if thermal anomalies are part of self-limiting inconsistency that ultimately selects for a downward vertical shift to avoid excessive wave-interactive thermal anomalies. Thus it is difficult to derive insight on the validity of the analogy from diagnosis of free tropospheric temperature perturbations.

### 4.2. Weak-Temperature-Gradient Sensitivities

We nonetheless perform an analysis of the degree of departure from the WTG in our simulations, since it turns out to be interesting in its own right. Figure 13a shows the horizontally averaged daily temperature anomaly from the $5^\circ$S–$5^\circ$N tropics-wide horizontal mean at 300 hPa ($T_{300}'$). Under perfect WTG, these anomalies would be perfectly zero, but deviations can occur, and are found to be sensitive to $f_{\text{scale}}$ in this study. To discriminate days and regions that are experiencing mean uplift from those that are subsiding, the results are further binned by the vertical velocity anomaly at 500 hPa ($\omega_{500}$).

The interesting point in Figure 13a is that increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$ reduces the magnitude of the $T_{300}'$ such that SPCAM3’s behavior becomes more WTG-like as $f_{\text{scale}}$ increases. A vertically resolved view of this departure from the WTG (Figure 14) in tandem with the frequency distribution of midlevel ascent (Figure 13b) provides a suggestive clue to its cause (C. Bretherton, personal communication, 2015). The idea is that thermal anomalies arise from convective plumes as they deposit thermal energy by water vapor condensation in the upper atmosphere, but that these local heat anomalies (e.g., $T' > 0$) are then spread to adjacent GCM grid columns via dynamical adjustment. In SPGCMs, dynamical adjustment is limited by the timescale on which CRM and GCM are coupled. When longer time steps are used, local convection confined in an embedded CRM can build up to produce larger thermal anomalies that would in turn require a more vigorous GCM-scale vertical velocity response. This reasoning seems to satisfyingly explain both the increased magnitude of thermal departures from WTG when using longer time steps, as well as the transition to a more intense updraft spectrum in the $\omega < -0.1$ (Pa/s) range.

Of course this dynamical adjustment argument cannot explain the shift toward bottom-heavy mass flux profile, with an increased $f_{\text{scale}}$, that we have argued is an overarching cause of the set of climatological responses. But it is interesting to note that decreasing the global model time step reduces the
magnitude of convectively induced horizontal thermal anomalies, effectively increasing the rigidity of the WTG in superparameterized simulations.

To further clarify which spatial scales produce the interesting effect of $f_{\text{scale}}$ on WTG stiffness, we extend our analysis of $T'\omega$ to see its dependence on zonal wavelength. Figure 15 shows the zonal cospectrum between daily $T'300^\circ$ and $\omega$ 500 in the deep tropics (5°S–5°N). It suggests planetary-scale disturbances, i.e., small zonal wavenumbers, dominate the sensitivity to $f_{\text{scale}}$ of the covariance between $T'$ and $\omega$. The overall sensitivity (weaker $T'\omega$ covariance with a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$ in the small zonal wavenumber domain) is consistent with Figure 7, which shows the weakening of low-frequency equatorial waves—whose spectral power is most concentrated in small zonal wavenumbers—with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$.

The fact that the very largest scales seem to respond especially to $f_{\text{scale}}$ argues that more than local dynamic adjustment physics respond to $f_{\text{scale}}$. It is interesting to note that the largest scales are also those that were implicated in a shift to more bottom-heavy convection under “stiff” convection-gravity wave coupling in K11, though we acknowledge again that a direct linkage between our results and K11 is a bit unclear and worth further inquiry.

4.3. Is There an Optimal $f_{\text{scale}}$?
What should the global model time step/scale coupling frequency ($f_{\text{scale}}$) between CRM and GCM be set to in a perfect world?

Philosophically, it is tempting to think that infinitely fast scale coupling might be desirable for SP simulations such that individual updraft plumes can quickly interact with fast modes of large-scale dynamics such as GCM gravity waves. For instance, if $f_{\text{scale}}$ is too high, a field of evolving cloud elements in a CRM domain can quickly interact with fast modes of large-scale dynamics. On the other hand, there are also good philosophical arguments to consider avoiding too frequent scale coupling (too short global model time step), based on the typical response timescales of CRM domain-mean properties being on the order of an hour or more, as well as unphysical intra-CRM effects (S. Tulich, personal communication, 2014). For instance, if $f_{\text{scale}}$ is too high, a field of evolving cloud elements in a CRM domain can quickly interact with fast modes of large-scale dynamics. On the other hand, there are also good philosophical arguments to consider avoiding too frequent scale coupling (too short global model time step), based on the typical response timescales of CRM domain-mean properties being on the order of an hour or more, as well as unphysical intra-CRM effects (S. Tulich, personal communication, 2014). For instance, if $f_{\text{scale}}$ is too high, a field of evolving cloud elements in a CRM domain can quickly interact with fast modes of large-scale dynamics. On the other hand, there are also good philosophical arguments to consider avoiding too frequent scale coupling (too short global model time step), based on the typical response timescales of CRM domain-mean properties being on the order of an hour or more, as well as unphysical intra-CRM effects (S. Tulich, personal communication, 2014).
given CRM will not have had enough time to equilibrate with each other via mutual intra- 
CRM-scale gravity wave radiation, and portions of information can be prematurely transmitted between cloud elements through artificial interaction with the host 
GCM, which implicitly involves horizontal homogenization of information (see appendix in Benedict and Randall [2009] for further 
details on the CRM–GCM scaffold). In this 
line of thought, too high \( f_{\text{scale}} \) could be viewed as a philosophical problem for SP models that might produce artificially fast interaction between independent clouds inside CRMs. How or whether such artificial elements of the SP-scale interface engineering may have impacted problems seen in 
our and others’ SPCAM simulations remains unclear but worth future inquiry.

Practically, some of our pilot-test results make a case for using very short global 
model time steps in superparameterized 
models. The favorable SWCF and LWCF responses and reduced tropical free tropospheric thermal anomalies might imply that an increased \( f_{\text{scale}} \) is better for SP simulations if time-mean cloud climatology and WTG-fidelity are key tuning factors. On the other hand, the trade-off of producing a very strong tropical extreme precipitation tail could be viewed as unsatisfying, although a stable estimate of the magnitude of this tail in 
observations is still in debate [Liu and Allan, 2012].

5. Conclusion

The effect of GCM time step (and hence scale coupling frequency \( f_{\text{scale}} \)) in the uncoupled SPCAM3 has been systematically assessed. A few important climate state variables are discovered to be systematically sensitive to \( f_{\text{scale}} \). The most striking responses occur in time-mean cloud radiative forcing and appear to be promising: the zonally averaged annual SWCF and LWCF weaken and their biases against satellite observation are reduced at every latitude as \( f_{\text{scale}} \) increases. The magnitude of this sensitivity is most striking in SWCF (\( \sim 10 \, \text{W/m}^2 \)) and half as strong in LWCF (\( \sim 5 \, \text{W/m}^2 \)) in the tropics. That is, the climatology of low liquid 
clouds is more sensitive to \( f_{\text{scale}} \) than high clouds.

\( f_{\text{scale}} \) affects not only mean-state climate but also the tropical precipitation distribution. Extreme precipitation 
events become more frequent with increasing \( f_{\text{scale}} \), which can exacerbate a preexisting precipitation bias in SPGCMs that use small, throttled CRMs for computational efficiency. It illustrates additional effects of \( f_{\text{scale}} \) can occur with trade-offs for climate simulation. This tail response is ubiquitous throughout the tropics and not significantly linked to any particular equatorial wave mode responses. Rather, the spectral power of tropical waves shifts toward higher frequencies at all zonal wavenumbers with increasing \( f_{\text{scale}} \) although moist Kelvin wave modes show a weak mode-specific intensification.

The global model time step sensitivity of SPCAM3 is distinct from more familiar sensitivities that have been documented in the conventionally parameterized CAM. While both models show similar magnitude of sensitivities to time steps for the majority of compared variables, the signs of sensitivities of important climate 
variable disagree, including SWCF, LWCF, precipitable water, and the direction of spectral power shifts of 
equatorial waves. This discrepancy confirms model time step influences simulated climate of SPGCMs in a different way compared to traditional GCMs, possibly through their distinct role as the scale coupling 
frequency.

We began with a working hypothesis H1 that the dominant SWCF response may be the result of moist ventilation efficiency being modulated by \( f_{\text{scale}} \). This builds on ideas of PBD14 that within a single GCM time
step, deep convective updrafts can become throttled by a limited CRM domain through overly strong compensating subsidence. In this context, a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$ could play an important role in buffering artificial throttling by exposure to the large-scale dynamics of a host GCM. This view seemed consistent with the observed dominant response in our simulations of low-level liquid clouds decreasing monotonically with $f_{\text{scale}}$, especially in regions of strongest convection. However, it cannot explain other effects such as the LWCF bias reduction with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$. More importantly, hypothesis H1 predicts the reverse expectation for the observed tropical precipitation tail response. It is also inconsistent with the observed vertical mass flux responses—the downward shift of the convective mass flux profile with increasing $f_{\text{scale}}$—which is distinct from the expectation of uniformly increased convective mass fluxes. Thus, contrary to our initial working hypothesis H1, our analysis revealed a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$ does not unwind convective throttling and the SWCF responses are not the result of such unwinding, despite coincidentally similar geographic response signatures.

Instead, based on the balance of evidence, the primary effect of $f_{\text{scale}}$ seems to induce a fundamental change in convective organization leading to a more bottom-heavy mass flux profile with a higher $f_{\text{scale}}$. Associated reduction of time-mean GMS might promote the intensification of heavy rainfall frequency in the tropics. From this view, enhanced precipitation efficiency associated with the new convective organization state could be viewed as ultimately driving the reduction of suspended condensate—and hence the systematic SWCF and LWCF responses and favorable reductions in cloud optical biases at a high $f_{\text{scale}}$.

It is unknown what fundamental physical processes ultimately respond to $f_{\text{scale}}$ to require this systematic vertical shift in convective organization. We have speculated that the efficiency of convection-gravity wave feedbacks may play a role based on theoretical ideas put forward in K11 and consistent vertical shifts in SPCAM’s convective mass fluxes. But we have emphasized it is difficult to causatively rule in or out. This topic would benefit from further inquiry and careful sensitivity study. The capabilities of the newly developed SP-WRF [Tulich, 2015] could prove especially illuminating in this regard, due to its unique ability to study superparameterization physics in limited domains and idealized configurations, with fully cloud-resolving benchmarks for validation. Work is underway using this new superparameterized model that illuminates a mechanism (S. Tulich, personal communication, 2015).

Meanwhile, the results of this study are already relevant to SPGCM simulations that take advantage of unusually small CRMs to gain some of the benefits of superparameterization without its full computational cost. SPGCM simulation is still computationally demanding despite the continuous expansion of computational resources. One way to make it more affordable is to use small CRMs, but this can distort mean climate, especially SWCF as shown in PBD14. Using higher $f_{\text{scale}}$ can mildly alleviate this problem, though with trade-offs in the realism of tropical rainfall extremes and nature of convective organization. We note that using short global model time steps does not add much computational burden to an SPGCM because the number of CRM time steps is unchanged and the CRM workload dominates the SPGCM total computational workload. This is in contrast to conventional GCMs, where the global dynamics calculation tends to represent a nontrivial fraction of the overall computational workload, and thus calculating global dynamics more frequently can noticeably erode model’s computational performance.

A limitation of this study has been the exclusive use of an unusually small CRM in all simulations, comprising only eight independent columns. While this had the advantage of starting from a highly throttled CRM configuration, designed to test a physical hypothesis, it may also have inadvertently stacked the decks for finding strong sensitivities to global model time step. Revisiting these sensitivity experiments in a baseline SPGCM using a CRM configuration with many more columns (32 or greater) would be helpful for testing the representativeness of some of our key findings. Such an analysis would require substantially more computational resources to investigate, and is beyond the scope of this study, but work on this front is underway.

Generally, there are several implications for understanding the emergent behavior of, and perhaps for tuning, the next generation of SPGCMs. SP models are relatively new and untuned, and the origins of some of their emergent convective organization, as well as their sensitivities to assumed scale coupling parameters, have not been fully assessed. The global model time step has proved to be an interestingly direct lever on the bottom-heaviness of simulated convection and the fidelity of the WTG, which may
help inform how the dynamics of organized convection manifest across the two resolved scales in SPGCMs. For tuning, although it does not fit the description in a traditional sense, \( f_{\text{CRM}} \) could be regarded as a \textit{dynamical} tuning parameter. In this context, its key eccentric property is to reversely affect the optical thickness of time-mean cloud fields versus the intensity of the tropical extreme rainfall tail. Whether these properties might prove to be useful ammunition for tuning, the next generation of SPGCMs depends on whether they can be leveraged against complementary trade-offs of other more traditional tuning parameters such as CRM microphysical assumptions. Such strategies could prove worth exploring as SPGCMs exit their infancy.
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